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ABSTRACT 

The design entitled “ WEB predicated INTERACTIV ADVERTISING AGENCY ”. The main end 

of this design is to give advertisement details like advertisement cost in various channels. 

Depending upon the budget the various channels can lot different adverts also the total anterior 

end developed usingAsp.Net and backend is developed using SQL garçon. If an agency does not 

communicate or bear its client’s pretensions and creative wishes properly problems can do. 

utmost Full- Service Agencies work on a combination of figure- predicated and commission- 

predicated compensation.  
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PROLUSION 

An advertising agency or advertisement agency is a “ service business ” devoted to creating, 

planning and handling Advertising( and sometimes other forms of creation for its guests. An 

advertisement agency is independent from the client and provides an outside point of view to 

the trouble of dealing the client's products or services.  

An agency can also handle overall marketing and branding strategies and Deals Promotion for 

its guests. In order to avoid the below problem this design is to give advertisement details like 

advertisement cost in various channels. Depending upon the budget the various channels can 

lot different adverts also the total anterior end is developedusingAsp.Net and backend is 

developed using SQL garçon. Computer is an essential part of the life moment. nearly, in every 

walk of life, a person in anticipated to be suitable to use computers.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the being system If an agency does not communicate or bear its client’s pretensions and 

creative wishes properly problems can do. utmost Full- Service Agencies work on a combination 

of figure- predicated and commission- predicated compensation. The figure is paid by the reality 

for which the marketing is being done. still, an agency may have better negotiating powers than 

your company and save you farther capitalist in the long run anyway. There are far more 

advantages to having the right advertising agency than not. In order to avoid the below problem 

this design is to give advertisement details like advertisement cost in various channels. 

By Mehdi Behboudi Qazvin Islamic Azad University|QIAU.Department of Business 

Administration. He has been worked as a Lecturer of Online Advertising and Interactive 
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Marketing at Department of Business Management, School of Management & Accountancy, 

Islamic Azad University, Qazvin Branch, Qazvin, Iran. I' mco- author of book named( Online 

Advertising and Promotion Modern Technologies for Marketing) which has been published by 

IGI- Global in 2012, USA. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The design entitled “ WEB BASED INTERACTIVE ADVERTISING AGENCY ” has been 

developed for the app. to give advertisement details like advertisement cost in various channels 

and medias. The design consists of the following modules  

 * Director  

 * Registration  

 * Budget  

 * Budget List  

 

ADMINISTRATOR MODULE 

Administrator should be suitable to block fraudulent stoners from using the system. Admin 

should be suitable to add farther channels and timings.  

 Sub modules  

 * Login runner  

 * Forgot word  

 * Change word  

 * Stoners & announcements  

 * Channel Timings  

 * Stoner Details  

 * View vids  

  

In this sub module the admin adds the details of the user like user name, contact no, dispatch 

id, word and report by taking the primary constraint user id. And it also adds these details in 

database.  

  

 LOGIN runner  

In this sub module the user gives his/ her login and word to enter. If he/ she's valid he enters 

intocapsulewizard.However, he it wants valid, If he is not valid.  

  

 FORGOT word  

Still, he/ she enter into forget word runner there by giving details he gets his word, If the user 

forgot his word.  

  

 CHANGE word  

 still, he/ she can change his word by giving some details  

 If the user wants to change his word.  

 stoners & announcements  
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Admin has the rights to see stoners and their advertisement’s and has a right to accept or reject 

it.  

  

CHANNEL TIMINGS  

The admin can see the timing that stoner had requested to show his/ her advertisement 

according to the channel.  

  

USER DETAILS  

The admin can check the user details if he/ she want.  

 

USER DETAILS  

When the user login type of announcements appears, he can choose this type. also he gets new 

advertisement information form. He fills that form and chooses the budget and timing’s  

 

 SUB MODULES  

 * Slides  

 * Vitality  

 * Video’s  

  

BUDGET  

New stoner’s budget is registered also and they can Budget on the advertising advertisement 

with the advertisement agency in this module.  

  

 BUDGET LIST  

Description According to budget the adverts  are distributed for specific period. also time period 

the agency will follow up their product is specified.  

 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

This operation avoids the manual work and the problems concern with it. It's an easy way to 

gain the information regarding the various products information that is present in the requests. 

Well, I and my team members have worked hard in order to present an bettered website better 

than the being one’s regarding the information about the various exertion. Still, we set up out 

that the design can be done in a better  

 way. Primarily, when we request information about a particular advertisement it just shows 

the company, dealer details and no. of quantities available. So, after getting the information. 

An explosion of new advertising models and channels has challenged the truly description of 

advertising.  

  

CONCLUSION 

The package was designed in such a way that future variations can be done easily. automation 

of the entire system improves the effectiveness It provides a friendly graphical user interface 

which proves to be better when compared to the being system.  
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